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Understand your role in leading and supporting Lean Six Sigma

improvement projects

Use the tools with individuals and teams working on improvement

projects

Define the limits of current practices and identify evidence-based

alternatives

Master techniques for identifying and removing waste from

processes

Use charts for displaying, understanding and reducing variation

Apply Lean Six Sigma tools to make a positive difference

Develop methods for identifying, investigating and resolving

recurring problems

THE BEST FROM LEAN AND SIX SIGMA
Re-engineer processes to be more efficient, effective and customer focused
Our Certified Lean Six Sigma Green Belt blended programme will accelerate your skills and capabilities in

business improvement, empowering you to make informed decisions when tackling change.

Using our powerful Improvement Cycle, you will learn the best process improvement and Lean Six Sigma tools

and methods, and how to apply them - ready to make a difference from day one.

https://pmi.co.uk/


Attendance in class
or remote via our

live virtual classroom

Certification accredited by:Online exam included

Full suite of online tools and templates
plus unique video content and e-Learning

Optional coaching Free Excel data analysis package
- no Minitab license costs

Suitable for anyone involved in business
improvement at all levels and functions.

Up to 12 delegates

AN IMMERSIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

8-10 hours of self-directed study,
2 x 4 days consultant-led learning,

plus project work
0r 6 extended-hour days Fast Track Boot Camp option

https://pmi.co.uk/
https://www.quality.org/
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/wmg/
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Apply learning through your own improvement project

CERTIFICATION

LEARNING & APPLICATION

Pass a 60 minute

multiple choice

online exam

CELEBRATE

YOUR SUCCESS!

COURSE STRUCTURE
CERTIFIED LEAN SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT

https://pmi.co.uk/


Operational definitions

Linking Voice of the Customer to measures

Data collection & sampling strategies

Listening to the voice of the process

Run charts & histograms

PRINCIPLES OF IMPROVEMENT

Introduction

Problem Context Diagram

Project Charter & Contract

8 Wastes

Streamlining

Standardisation

Capturing the Voice of the Customer

Establishing customer value

STREAMLINING A PROCESS &
UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS

DEFINING THE PROJECT AND THE PROCESS
Selecting priorities & forming teams

SIPOC

Verifying performance with data

Project review process

Flowcharting the process

IDENTIFYING DATA & MEASURES
FOR PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

 

Managing change

Approaches to improvement

Process thinking, systems thinking

The psychology of change & improvement

Roles in improvement

2
SELECT PRIORITIES & LEARN ABOUT THE PROCESS
4 x DAYS CONSULTANT-LED LEARNING

1
DEFINE THE CONTEXT
1-2 HOURS SELF-DIRECTED STUDY & 1-2 HOURS PROJECT WORK

Apply learning through your

own improvement project
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A DEPTH AND BREADTH OF CONTENT
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Idea generation

Testing & studying potential solutions

Deviation from aim charts

Standardisation

Deploying the improved process

Reviewing the learning

INVESTIGATING & IMPROVING SOURCES OF WASTE
 Cycle time calculations

Investigating sources of waste

5Rs & workspace layout

Creating smooth & even flow

Pull versus push

Capability studies

Cause & effect diagrams

5 Why analysis

Using PDSA to verify root causes

Pareto & scatter diagrams

Stratification

INVESTIGATING & IMPROVING SOURCES OF
COMMON CAUSE VARIATION

IMPLEMENTING, DEPLOYING & REVIEWING

UNDERSTANDING VARIATION
Understanding types of variation

Analysis of data, centre & spread

Control charts, investigating signals, & recalculation

of control limits

Testing improvement theories

IDENTIFY & TEST SOLUTION THEORIES

Value stream mapping

Data collection and analysis

Capability studies

Taguchi Loss Function

INVESTIGATE VARIATION & WASTE
3-4 HOURS SELF-DIRECTED STUDY & 4-5 HOURS PROJECT WORK
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Apply learning through your

own improvement project

A DEPTH AND BREADTH OF CONTENT
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DPMO
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Mistake proofing

Managing the implementation

Standardising the change

IMPLEMENT & EMBED CHANGE
3-4 HOURS SELF-DIRECTED STUDY & PROJECT WORK (4-6 MONTHS)
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MAXIMISE YOUR IMPACT WITH PROJECT COACHING

Get the most from your investment with consultant-led, expert coaching to support project

delivery post-course.

Talk to us about maximising project success through coaching

Managing stakeholder relationships

Solving resource or prioritisation issues

Reviewing overall project progress

Mastering tools in a project environment

Interpretation of results

Defining next steps

Proactive coaching support generates higher rates of project success

Apply learning through your

own improvement project

A DEPTH AND BREADTH OF CONTENT

https://pmi.co.uk/


"It's a great way to gain an understanding about how

an organisation should address its problems and

increase its efficiency"

“PMI don’t just train you how to use Lean Six Sigma as

a toolkit, but instead they train you to adopt an

improvement mindset”

Practical application
Develop your improvement ideas through

immersive activities that bring learning to life with

the support of our in-house expert consultants.

 

Self-directed study
Our broad range of bite-sized video

content with knowledge checks allows you

to cover theory at your own pace and as

often as you wish.

The live experience
The same great learning experience

whether you join us in class or virtually, our

courses are presented live using a whole

host of exciting virtual tools.

Group work with your peers
Breakout rooms, collaborative environments and

facilitated exercises enable you to share and

learn with peers, exploring broader and deeper

insights in a safe environment.

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO LEARN WITH PMI?

https://pmi.co.uk/
https://pmi.co.uk/knowledge-hub/voice-of-the-customer-my-experience-of-pmis-green-belt-course-john-newland/
https://pmi.co.uk/knowledge-hub/voice-of-the-customer-my-experience-of-pmis-lean-six-sigma-green-belt-course-jen-isles/
https://pmi.co.uk/knowledge-hub/voice-of-the-customer-my-experience-of-pmis-green-belt-course-tegid-williams/
https://pmi.co.uk/knowledge-hub/voice-of-the-customer-my-experience-of-pmis-lean-six-sigma-green-belt-course-declan-sealy/
https://pmi.co.uk/knowledge-hub/pmis-lean-six-sigma-green-belt-in-the-virtual-classroom/


CONTACT US

CERTIFIED
LEAN SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT

team@pmi.co.uk

+44(0)1676 522 766

pmi.co.uk

73702
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